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Scheme the city near the main body PNRPU

(Perm National Research Polytechnic University)

Yandex Maps link

View of main building PNRPU
Driving directions from the airport "Bolshoye Savino" to the center of the city of Perm

Yandex Maps link

Transfer from airport to the main building PNRPU. To go by bus number 42 to bus stop "Avtovokzal". Next, you need to change to bus number 11T, 3, 30T, 32, 36, 4, 66, 67 or trolley bus number 10 and go to the bus stop «Detskiy tsentr «Muraveynik». Coming out of the bus, you need to turn left at the crossroad of Pushkin Street and Komsomolsky Avenue and go down one block. The journey time approximately 1 hour by public transport, 35 minutes by taxi.
Driving directions from the railway station "Perm-2" to the center of the city of Perm

Yandex Maps link

Transfer from rail station to the main building PNRPU: To go by bus number 68, trolley bus №5 to the bus stop «TSUM». Coming out of the bus, you have to turn left and walk along the Komsomolsk avenue to the main building PNIRPU. The journey time approximately 20 minutes by public transport, 15 minutes by taxi.
Driving directions from Prikamye hotel to main building of PNRPU

Yandex Maps link

Prikamye hotel
Driving directions from Amaks hotel to main building of PNRPU

Yandex Maps link

Amaks hotel
Driving directions from New Star hotel to main building of PNRPU

Yandex Maps link

New Star hotel
Driving directions from City Star hotel to main building of PNRPU
**Additional Information**

Information about the weather in the city of Perm:
- [Web-site GisMeteo](#)
- [Web-site Yandex Weather](#)

Municipal Transportation Perm city:
- [Municipal Transportation Perm city](#)
- [2Gis](#)

Walking tours in the center of Perm
- [Green Line](#)
- [Red Line](#)

Mobile Applications:
- [2Gis](#)
- [Yandex.Maps](#)
- [Yandex.Transport](#)
- [Yandex.Taxi](#)
- [Google Maps](#)